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ABSTRACT

SIS MODELS AND NETWORK MIGRATION: A FRAMEWORK

FOR DYNAMIC MODELS OF DECISION MAKING UNDER

INFECTION

Safia Athar Advisor:

University of Guelph, 2014 Dr. M. Cojocaru

This thesis studies the decision-making of a population as it changes

under an epidemic spread in a closed geographic location. For this pur-

pose we develop a hybrid dynamical system model that shows movement

of the parts of the population (commuters) in the presence of a disease

like influenza, and keeps track of the changes in the numbers of sus-

ceptible and infective individuals at each location. This model aims to

monitor the effect of decision-making of the people moving on a daily

basis between different cities that have attractive utilities, and how an

epidemic may impact the travelling work force and primarily the lo-

cal economy. This study shows how the choice of individuals (between

missing work or going in sick, thus spreading the illness further) im-

pacts the spread of disease and how it can be modeled to investigate

the cost implied by these choices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Does migration increase or decrease with the change in utilities allocated for dif-

ferent communities or cities? How do people react to the presence of other factors

affecting migration, such as the possibility of getting infected with influenza? In

search of answers to these questions we started looking at the migration models

discussed by Sattenspiel and Dietz [27], Arino [1]and Nagurney [23].

Sattenspiel and Dietz [27] presented a migration model of a population for

travelling between different communities. Their work includes the transmission of

measles in the Caribbean Island of Dominica. In 1998, Sattenspiel and Herring

[28] worked on the same model but applied it to the Canadian subarctic region to

look into population movements in closed regions .

Modelling in the field of epidemiology has its roots in the early twentieth cen-

tury. Modern epidemiology has its theoretical roots founded on modelling the

spread of a disease and showing that if certain conditions are met, then a dis-

ease will go extinct. Some of the earliest mathematical models were developed by

Kermack and McKendrick [19].
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In [22] it is studied by Longini that the history of infectious agents follow a spe-

cific pattern that can be developed in any epidemic model. According to Longini,

[22],“Susceptible individuals, when infected, pass into a latent state in which they

are infected but not infectious”. After going through the infectious state they

become immune. In this process some individuals develop permanent immunity

while others do not, and return back to a susceptible state. The individuals with

permanent immunity can then described by the recovered compartment (and are

thus modelled with a Susceptible-Infected-Recovered model) and the latter ones

can be described by reverting back to susceptible (and are thus modelled with an

Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible model).

Arino and Van den Driessche (2003) [1] adapted the model described by Sat-

tenspeil and Dietz in [27] and introduced the time evolution of a disease using an

SIS compartmental model and gave accurate derivation of the reproduction num-

ber R0 = βN/γ introducing bounds to it. In these works, the models are dynamic,

and time evolution shows the evolution of numbers of individuals in each compart-

ment. In contrast, in [23], Nagurney discussed various human migration models

with movement costs and flow constraints as a network equilibrium problem, with

or without chain migration and population classes; here each location has an utility

associated to it, expressing its desirability. She worked on a multi-class migration

model where movement costs depend on the migration flows. In her model, no

individual has any incentive to change their location since the possible gain in

utility between cities from changing location minus the movement cost is negative

(this is how equilibrium is typically defined in these types of problems; this defini-

tion comes from the classic transportation problems on networks - see for instance

[26]). In these works, the models are static, the time evolution is represented by a
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1 step process, so decisions are made by all individuals/classes at the same time.

After studying these papers, the idea of merging the concept of a migration

model with a multi-class population and a SIS model comes into play. We want

to see how continuous movement between the cities affects the decision of people

to travel in the presence of ’other factors’. We first model the migration of people

on a daily basis between different cities in a closed geographic location that have

attractive utilities. Here we define utilities as desirability of good job, education

or better living conditions attached to different cities. Although there are some

costs attached with their travelling, some locations have utilities that are higher

than the others, even taking into account the cost of travelling.

Looking at the studies by Greenwood [14] , Greenwood and Hunt [15] we come

across the idea of introducing ’other factors’ that change the movement behaviour

of populations between cities. In [14] Greenwood discusses several factors like

gender, race, education, job skills, climate and air quality that can cause change

in net migration among communities, however here ”migration” is taken as moving

definitively to a different location in order to improve quality of life (immigration

between countries can also be included).

In [23], Nagurney studies a multi-class model of a population with utilities

attached to every class along with migration costs. Here the migration is about

essentially changing living conditions (the move is a one time permanent one). In

this thesis, we use similar ideas and divide the population of each city into two

classes from the perspective of a possible epidemic; using the SIS compartment

model [1], we look at the Susceptible and the Infected classes and study the changes

in the movement among different classes, as well as the evolution of the disease
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spread in the population as a whole. The time evolution is dynamic for a 24 hour

period, then a one-time decision is made by all individuals in the population, once

every 24 hours, modeling their choice of travelling between cities or not given the

presence of (possible) infection.

We were encouraged in our work by some interesting facts reported recently

by The Globe and Mail: “Going to work sick is bad for business”, [31]. The ar-

ticle mentions that there is a growing opinion of a majority of employers that ill

employees cost double in output losses as compared to healthy employees. It was

also mentioned in the same article that “83 percent of U.S adult survey partici-

pants continued to attend work or school while experiencing flu-like symptoms”.

The spread of influenza (commonly known as‘flu’ ) during every winter season is

common in most countries including Canada. Since the cost of vaccination is cov-

ered for all members of the population in Ontario, the informational campaigns

focus largely on the direct individual health benefits of vaccinating against the flu.

While the aggregate cost of the people’s decision-making in travelling between the

close by cities, especially to work and school are not so commonly looked at, in a

dynamical system’s way. This is the novelty of our modeling framework here.

According to medical reports, people should stay at home for at least two

to three days if they have flu symptoms since this is the most infectious period.

Also according to B. Singh, M.D., director the Centre of Human Immunology, the

University of Western Ontario: “After the first 48 hours people’s immune systems

kick in, but they could continue to spread illness for four to five days”. [31]

Keeping all these facts in mind we develop a hybrid dynamical model with the

introduction of disease spread, and utilities and costs reflecting of the presence of
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potential infection. We study the change in behaviour of populations under specific

utilities, which are attached to each city, and the costs involved in the movement

between cities. We want to see the day-to-day changes in the population’s deci-

sions to travel under the influence of a disease like flu, specifically whether the

population continues to move or decides to stay home. Here we use the concept

of ‘Hybrid systems’that work on two times scales; one is discrete and the other is

continuous.[30] The continuous time of our hybrid dynamic is the SIS model from

[9], and the discrete times instantaneous adjustment model is the network equilib-

rium problem adapted for the presence of infection. Our simulations are run over

the period of a week (though this can be extended to any length of time - we chose

a week for illustration purposes); the time unit on the continuous dynamics is one

hour of real time and we run it for a 24 hour period; the discrete time decision

making takes place one every 24 hours. The model is coded in Matlab, and the

main codes are attached in the Appendix. While we managed to code the hybrid

system, and run an extended 4 cities example (which includes up to 32 differential

equations in certain parts of the code), we have not managed to start a sensitivity

analysis of the parameters involved in the model. We have detailed ideas of what

we want to study next, now that the framework model is built.

1.1 Background review

In this thesis our main mathematical tools are compartmental models, variational

inequalities (VI) and projected dynamical systems (PDS) defined on Euclidean

space Rk.
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Definition 1 A subset K of Euclidean space Rk is said to be convex if, for any

x, y ∈ K and any λ ∈ [0, 1] the point

λx+ (1− λ)y ∈ K

.

Definition 2 The set K is said to be closed if any sequence {xi} ∈ K has limit

point in K i.e {xi} → x, x ∈ K.[7]

Definition 3 Let K ⊂ Rk be closed, convex, non-empty set and F : K −→ Rk

be a mapping. A variational inequality problem given by F and K is that of:

finding x ∈ K so that

〈F (x), y − x〉 ≥ 0, for all y ∈ K

where 〈., .〉 is the inner product on Rk, defined by

〈x, y〉 =
k∑

i=1

xiyi

for any x, y ∈ K. [7], [21]

Definition 4 Let K ⊂ Rk be a non-empty, closed and convex subset. The mapping

PK : Rk −→ K is called the projection operator of the space Rk onto the subset

K, if for any z ∈ Rk,there exist an unique element in K,denoted by PK(z) such

that:

‖PK(z)− z‖= inf
y∈K
‖y − z‖

6



.[5]

Definition 5 For x ∈ K, where K is a non empty, closed and convex subset of

Euclidean space Rk, the set

TK(x) =
⋃
h>0

1

h
(K − x)

is called the tangent cone.

Definition 6 Let K is be a non empty, closed, convex subset of Rk and F : K −→

Rk is be a Lipschitz continuous mapping on K. Then a projected differential

equation(PrDE) is the differential equation:

dx(t)

dt
= PTK(x(t))(F (x(t)))

An initial value problem for a PrDE is:

dx(t)

dt
= PTK(x(t))(F (x(t))),

x(0) = xo ∈ K

Definition 7 A projected dynamical system (PDS) is the collection of all

solutions of initial value problem mentioned in definition.- 6

or A projected dynamical system (PDS) is given by a mapping φ : R+ ×

K 7 −→ K which solves the initial value problem:

dφ(t, x)

dt
= PTK(x(t))(F (φ(t, x))), φ(0, x) = x ∈ K
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Projected differential equations (PrDE) are a special class of ordinary differen-

tial equation (ODE) namely they are discontinuous ODE as F (x(t)) is projected

at every x(t) onto a tangent cone at the set K at x(t); this projection makes the

mapping x 7 −→ PTK(x)(F (x)) discontinuous. We show next how PDS relates to a

VI problem, as shown in [26] and [8].

Definition 8 A point x∗ ∈ K is an equilibrium( or critical) point for the projected

dynamical system 7 if :

PTK(x∗)(−F (x∗)) = 0

Theorem 1.1.1 An element x∗ ∈ K is an equilibrium point of projected dynamical

system (PDS) if and only if x∗ is a solution of variational inequality VI.

The fact that all solutions to projected differential equations remain in the sub-

set K of Rk makes this kind of equation ideal to use in modelling the time-evolution

of equilibrium problems in optimization, where the set K is the constraint set of

the optimization problem and F is usually the gradient of a utility mapping (see

for instance [26]). To see this, we can consider the following setup.

If K ∈ Rk is a non-empty, closed and convex subset as in Definition 1 and if

f : K 7 −→ Rk is a differentiable function, the points x ∈ K where f(x) achieves

local minimum on K satisfy the inequality

〈Of(x), (y − x)〉 ≥ 0 for any y ∈ K
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Therefore x is the solution to the variational inequality problem:

find x ∈ Kso that 〈F (x), y − x〉 ≥ 0 for anyy ∈ K

where F := Of.

This shows how a differential optimization problem in the n-dimensional space

gives rise to a variational inequality. From Theorem 1.1.1(Page:8) we then see

that the points x are also critical points of a PrDE with F := −∇f on K.

Compartmental models mean to divide a given population into multiple classes

according to some common property. Ordinary differential equations are used to

calculate the flows among these compartments.

Deterministic compartmental models form the simplest models in the

mathematical study of infectious disease dynamics. They assume that a population

is homogeneous and the only distinction is in their disease state.The transition rate

from one class (compartment) to the other one is characterized by rates of change.

If we assume population size is differentiable with respect to time, in the limiting

of large population, the time evolution of behaviour of each can be approximated

by the deterministic dynamics.[10]

The susceptible-infectious-susceptible model (SIS) allows the infectious

humans to recover from the infection and return to the susceptible class (where

they can get infected again). Infectious hosts recover at a constant per capita rate,

γ, so 1/γ is the duration of the infectious period with an exponential waiting time.

This is a simple model for bacterial infections, or fast evolving viral infections like

the common cold, where infection does not provide immunity.[10]
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Chapter 2

Migration and Variational

Inequalities

Migration model

In the models presented by [1] and [27] intercity travelling is taken into account. It

is assumed that the number of cities is represented by n. The residents of the city

i are the individuals who are born and live in that city, and the travelers are those

who are travelling between cities. The number of residents of the city i who are

present in the city j at particular time t is denoted by Nij. Similarly N r
i denotes

the resident population of city i at time t, then

N r
i =

n∑
j=1

Nij (1)

If Np
i is the population of city i at time t, i.e., the number of individuals who

are physically present in the city i, including both the residents and the travelers,
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then

Np
i =

n∑
j=1

Nji (2)

The residents of the city i leave the city at a per capita rate of gi ≥ 0 per unit

time. A fraction mji ≥ 0 of these outgoing individuals goes to the city j. Thus if

gi > 0, the
∑n

j=1mji = 1, with mii = 0 ,and gimji is the travel rate from the city

i to the city j. Residents of city the i who are in the city j must return to i with

a per capita rate of rij ≥ 0 with rii = 0.

To work with a constant overall population, it is supposed that the birth and

death rates are equal. Two other constraints are that individuals who are out of

their home do not give birth, and that deaths can take place anywhere. The birth

or death per capita rate is denoted by µ > 0.

The evolution of the number of residents of the city i present in the city i is

given by:

dNii

dt
= µ(N r

i −Nii) +
n∑

j=1

rijNij − giNii (3)

In equation 3 the term N r
i shows the assumption applied to the model that

birth take place in the resident city. It means the person who is in another city at

any time has to come back to home town for giving birth.

The evolution of the number of residents of the city i present in the city j 6= i

is:

dNij

dt
= gimjiNii − rijNij − µNij (4)

Two composite quantities obtained from above equations are the evolution of
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the resident population of city i

dN r
i

dt
=
d

dt

n∑
j=1

Nij =
d

dt
Nii +

n∑
j=1,j 6=i

d

dt
Nij (5)

= µ(N r
i −Nii) +

n∑
j=1

rijNij − giNii +
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

[gjmijNii − rijNij − µNij]

(6)

= 0 (7)

and the change in the population of city i:

dNp
i

dt
= µ(N r

i −Nii) +
n∑

j=1

rijNij − giNii +
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

[gjmijNjj − rjiNji − µNji]

= µ(N r
i −N

p
i ) +

n∑
j=1

rijNij −
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

rjiNji +
n∑

j=1,,j 6=i

gjmijNjj − giNii

= µ(N r
i −N

p
i ) +

n∑
j=1,,j 6=i

(rijNij − rjiNji) +
n∑

j=1,,j 6=i

gjmijNjj − gjiNii (8)

Migration model with utilities and costs

Let us look at the migration model from another perspective given by Nagurney in

[23]. namely, the human migration in context of the classes with utilities attached

with the locations and the movement costs of each link in between these locations.

In this model a closed economy with n locations is considered. Each location is

denoted by i, with J classes denoted by k. Each location is attached with a utility

denoted by uki for the class k. Further the initial population of each location i is
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denoted by p̄ki which is considered to be fixed at then initial time. Also pki denotes

the population of the location i at particular time t. All the utilities are grouped

in a row vector u ∈ RJn and the populations are grouped into a column vector

p ∈ RJn. Moreover every link in between these n locations are associated with the

costs ckij and the migration flows are denoted by fk
ij. The costs are grouped into a

row vector c ∈ RJn(n−1) and flows are grouped into a column vector f ∈ RJn(n−1).

Nagurney assumes in [23] that ”there is no birth or death in the economy”.

The law of conservation of flow for each class k and each location i in the model

[23] is given by following equation:

pki = p̄ki +
∑
l 6=i

fk
li −

∑
l 6=i

fk
il (9)

and ∑
l 6=i

fk
il 6 p̄ki (10)

where fk
il > 0 for all k = 1, . . . , J, l 6= i.

The equilibrium conditions defined in this model are as below:

For each class k and each pair of locations i, j; i = 1....n, j 6= i

uki + ckij


= ukj − λki , if fk

ij > 0

> ukj − λki , if fk
ij = 0

(11)
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and

λki


> 0, if

∑
i 6=j

fk
ij = p̄ki

= 0, if
∑
i 6=j

fk
ij < p̄ki

(12)

subject to the constraints 9 and 10(Page:13)

In the thesis we are going to take λi=0, i.e,
∑
i 6=j

fk
ij < p̄ki . We are going to take

strict inequality for the constraint 10

Further Nagurney assumes in [23] that “the utilities attached to a location

depend on the population”. It means that u = u(p). Similarly, the costs attached

with each link between the pair of locations, as perceived in the model, depend on

the flows between these locations. Therefore c = c(f).

The variational inequality is defined in the model [23] as : A population and

migration flow pattern (p, f) satisfies the equilibrium conditions 11, 12 subject to

the constraints 9, 10, if and only if it satisfies the variational inequality problem

− u(p).(p∗ − p) + c(f).(f ∗ − f) ≥ 0 (13)

∀(p∗, f ∗) ∈ K

where K = {(p∗, f ∗)|f ∗ > 0 and (p∗, f ∗) satisfy 9, 10} .

Migration model with SIS

Let us look at the migration model [1] under the effect of the epidemic. Here each

city has been divided into two compartments, i.e. the Susceptible and the Infective.
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In this model Sij and Iij represent the Susceptible and Infective individual residents

of city i who are present in city j at particular time t then Nij = Sij + Iij where

i, j = 1, . . . , n .

In each city ,there are 2n equations. The first n equations for the Susceptible

and the other n equations for the Infective. Since there are n cities so there are

2n2 equations in total for the n cities .

The evolutions of the number of the Susceptible and the Infective in city i with

i = 1, . . . , n give the following system of equations:

dSii

dt
=

n∑
k=1

rikSik − giSii −
n∑

k=1

κiβiki
SiiIki
Np

i

+ µ(N r
i − Sii) + γIii (14)

dIii
dt

=
n∑

k=1

rikIi − giIii +
n∑

k=1

κiβiki
SiiIki
Np

i

− (γ + µ)Iii (15)

and, for j 6= i,

dSij

dt
= gimjiSii − rijSij −

n∑
k=1

κjβikj
SijIkj
Np

j

− µSij + γIij (16)

dIij
dt

= gimjiIii − rijIij +
n∑

k=1

κjβikj
SijIkj
Np

j

− (γ + µ)Iij (17)

Here the disease transmission coefficient βikj > 0 is the proportion of adequate

contacts in city j between the Susceptible from city i and the Infective from city

k that actually result in the transmission of disease.

κj > 0 is the average number of such contacts in city j per unit time.

γ > 0 denotes the recovery rate of the Infective ,which are assumed to be

constant for all cities.
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The term
n∑

k=1

κiβiki
SiiIik
Np

i
represents the new transmission.

Equations 14 and 15 (Page 15) describe the evolution of the number of Sus-

ceptible and Infective residents of city i who are present in city i. Equations 16

and 17 (Page 15 ) describe the evolution of the number Susceptible and Infective

residents of city i who are currently present in city j.
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Chapter 3

Modified Migration model with

utilities and costs

Studying the above-described models [1], [27], [23] we come to following conclu-

sions:

• These models assume fixed number of geographic locations.

• These models assume outflow and inflow from locations.

• The equilibria in each are different:

– In [1], [27] these are zeroes of the right hand side of Differential equa-

tions.

– In [23] these are solutions of variational inequalities(Definition 3;Page6),

the zeroes of the Projected differential equations.(Definition6;Page 7)

Keeping these points in mind, we decided to merge the idea of utilities and

costs with the migration between the cities. Then we introduced the epidemic as
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’another factor’ in the cities to see the effect of the flows attached with the links

under newly defined utilities and costs for the modified model. In addition we

redefine new constraints for the model. The model has the same assumptions and

restrictions, however explained in a different way.

We start with the n cities represented by a generic city i, where i = 1, . . . , n

and J population classes where a generic class is indexed by k=1, . . . , J . These

cities are linked with pairs (i, j), i, j = 1, . . . , n . There are n(n− 1) links between

n cities.

In [27] it is assumed that there is no death or birth of individuals, however

we are adapting the assumption of [1] in this model that: “ there is no repeat or

chain movement among cities”. It means that everyone moves once per discrete

time step, and we have “overall constant population with the same birth and death

rates”[1]. In addition, births will take place in the cities where the individuals live,

but deaths can be anywhere. More over if the individuals are out of their resident

city they have to come back to give birth(This is why we have N r
i appearing in our

equation 2:Page11). These assumptions seem close to realistic approaches. Here

we denote birth or death rate by µ > 0.

As in [1], [27] the residents of the city i leave the city at a per capita rate gi ≥ 0

per unit time. A fraction mji ≥ 0 of these outgoing individuals go to city j. Thus

if gi > 0, then
∑n

j=1mji = 1, with mii = 0,and gimji is the travel rate from the

city i to the city j. Residents of the city i who are in the city j, must return to i

with a per capita rate of rij ≥ 0 with rii = 0.

Let N r
i (t) represent the resident population of the city i at any time t. Then:
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N r
i (t) = Nii(t) +

n∑
j=1,i 6=j

Nij(t) (1)

The time evolution of the number of residents of the city i present in

the city i is given by:

dNii

dt
= µ(N r

i (t)−Nii(t)) +
n∑

j=1

rijNij(t)− giNii(t) (2)

where Nij(t) is the number of residents of city i present in city j 6= i.

The time evolution of the number of residents of the city i present in city

j 6= i is:

dNij

dt
= gimjiNii(t)− rijNij(t)− µNij(t) (3)

The change in the resident population of the city i is given by:

dN r
i

dt
=

d

dt

n∑
j=1

Nij =
d

dt
Nii +

n∑
j=1,j 6=i

d

dt
Nij (4)

= µ(N r
i (t)−Nii(t)) +

n∑
j=1

rijNij(t)− giNii(t)+ (5)

n∑
j=1,j 6=i

gjmijNjj(t)− rijNij(t)− µNij(t)

= 0
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In addition, let Np
i (t) be the physically present population of the city i at time

t consisting of residents and travellers both.

Np
i (t) = Nii(t) +

n∑
j=1,i 6=j

Nji(t) (6)

The evolution of the physically present population of i at t > 0 is given

by:

dNp
i

dt
= µ(N r

i (t)−Np
i (t))+

n∑
j=1,i 6=j

(rijNij(t)−rjiNji(t))+
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

gjmijNjj(t)−giNii(t)

(7)

=
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

(µ+ rij)Nij(t)−
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

(µ+ rji)Nji(t) +
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

gjmijNjj(t)− giNii(t) (8)

Let us study the model for t = 0, the initial time with everyone at their home

city and zero flows on the links .

If N r
i represent the resident population of city i at time t = 1 then,

N r
i (1) = Nii(1) +

n∑
j=1,i 6=j

Nij(1) (9)

Equation 9 shows that the residents of the city i at t = 1 consist of those

residents who don’t go anywhere from the city i and the outgoing residents from

i to j.

If Np
i represent the population of city i at time t = 1(the number of persons

who are physically present in city i) then :

Np
i (1) = Nii(1) +

n∑
j=1,i 6=j

Nji(1) (10)
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Equation 10(Page:20) shows that the population of city i at time t = 1 is the

sum of residents not leaving i and the total of all incoming flows to i from all j.

The equation representing conservation of flows for the class k = 1 and each city

i assuming no repeat or chain migration are given by : (as in [23])

Np
i (1) = Np

i (0) +
∑
j 6=i

Nji(1)−
∑
j 6=i

Nij(1) (11)

where ∑
j 6=i

Nij(1) 6 Np
i (0) (12)

Np
i (1) represents the population of the city i at time t = 1, Np

i (0) represents

initial fixed population of the city i,
∑
j 6=i

Nji(1) and
∑
j 6=i

Nij(1) represent respectively

total incoming flows from all cities to the city i and total outgoing flows from the

city i to all j .

Simplifying equation 11

Np
i (1)−Np

i (0) =
∑
j 6=i

Nji(1)−
∑
j 6=i

Nij(1) (13)

From equation 13 we can write as

Np
i (1)−Np

i (0)

1− 0
=

∑
j 6=i

Nji(1)−
∑
j 6=i

Nij(1) (14)
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Left hand side of equation 14 is the time approximation of the derivative of

Np
i ,therefore using equation 7 (Page20) in 14

µ(N r
i −N

p
i )+

n∑
j=1,i 6=j

(rijNij−rjiNji)+
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

gjmijNjj−giNii =
∑
j 6=i

Nji(1)−
∑
j 6=i

Nij(1)

(15)

From 14 and 15 we have:

Np
i (1)−N r

i (1) =
∑
j 6=i

Nji(1)−
∑
j 6=i

Nij(1) (16)

Using 16 in 15

µ(N r
i −N

p
i ) +

n∑
j=1

(rijNij − rjiNji) +
n∑

j=1

gjmijNjj − giNii = Np
i (1)−N r

i (1) (17)

(µ+ 1)(N r
i −N

p
i ) +

n∑
j=1

(rijNij − rjiNji) +
n∑

j=1

gjmijNjj − giNii = 0 (18)

or

n∑
j=1

(µ+ rij + 1)Nij −
n∑

j=1

(µ+ rji + 1)Nji +
n∑

j=1

gjmijNjj − giNii = 0 (19)

or
n∑

j=1

(µ+ rij + 1)Nij +
n∑

j=1

gjmijNjj =
n∑

j=1

(µ+ rji + 1)Nji + giNii (20)
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Here inequality 12 (Page21) and equation 20 (Page22) are our constraints as

in [23]. Inequality 12 shows that outgoing population from the city i must be

less than or equals to the initial fixed population of i. Equation 20 shows that in

equilibrium state sum of flows out of the city i and residents of all j(j 6= i) is equal

to the sum of flows and the resident population of the city i.

These are the constraints defined for constraint set K (refer to definition 1;page

5) of the variational inequality problem (refer to definition3:page6) that gives the

equilibrium state for residents and flows of the migration model in the absence of

infection.[1], [27]

Remark: Equation 20 is an equivalent representation of equation 11 (Page21)

above which in turn equivalent to equation 9 (Page13) in chapter 2.

Let us denote the migration flow for the population class k between the city i

and the city j by Nk
ij, ∀i, j= 1, . . . , n . Then the vector representing these flows is

represented by N f ∈ Rkn(n−1). Let us denote the utility attached with the city i

having k classes by uki . All these utilities be represented by matrix u ∈ Rkn. Let

the cost (travelling cost in this model) associated with every class k and every pair

(i, j) be ckij > 0. Then all these costs will be represented by matrix c ∈ Rkn(n−1).

Let the population of the n cities be represented by column vector Np ∈ Rkn.
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Figure 3.1: Representation of utilities and costs with the four cities.

Our population model attains its equilibrium state at (Np∗, N f∗) ∈ K if for

each pair of cities i, j;i =1, . . . ,n j 6= i :

ui


= uj − cij − λi, if N∗ij > 0

> uj − cij − λi, if N∗ij = 0

(21)

subject to constraint 12 and 20 (Pages21 and 22).

Remark : Here we assume that the strict inequality holds in equation 12, i.e, the

out flows from the city i are always less than the initial population of the city i.
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Working example

Let us look at the model with the scenario of 4 cities with fixed populations. We

want to see the flows on the links between cities. Figure shows the incoming rijand

outgoing mij flows among the cities at each link.

Figure 3.2: Four cities with the links between them.

Let the total population of four cities be equal to 11900. For city 1 population

equals to 5000, for city 2 equals to 2000, for city 3 population equals to 1500 and

for city 4 population equals to 3400.

Death or birth rate µ=1/ (75*365), where 75 years is the average age for an

individual.

We denote the number of residents or travellers by the following variables in

our coding:
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Table 3.1: Table representing the residents, travellers and variables

Residents/Travellers N11 N22 N33 N44 N12 N13 N14 N21

Variables assigned x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8
Residents/Travellers N23 N24 N31 N32 N34 N41 N42 N43

Variables assigned x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 x15 x16

Writing the equations 3 and 4 (Page11) for the four cities:

The evolution of the number of residents of the four cities is given by:

dN11

dt
= µ(N r

1 −N11) +
4∑

j=1

r1jN1j − g1N11 (22)

dN22

dt
= µ(N r

2 −N22) +
4∑

j=1

r2jN2j − g2N22 (23)

dN33

dt
= µ(N r

3 −N33) +
4∑

j=1

r3jN3j − g3N33 (24)

dN44

dt
= µ(N r

4 −N44) +
4∑

j=1

r4jN4j − g4N44 (25)

The evolution of the number of residents of the city 1 present in city j 6= 1 is:

dN1j

dt
= g1mj1N11 − r1jN1j − µN1j (26)

The evolution of the number of residents of the city 2 present in city j 6= 2 is:

dN2j

dt
= g2mj2N22 − r2jN2j − µN2j (27)
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The evolution of the number of residents of the city 3 present in city j 6= 3 is:

dN3j

dt
= g3mj3N33 − r3jN3j − µN3j (28)

The evolution of the number of residents of the city 4 present in city j 6= 4 is:

dN4j

dt
= g4mj4N44 − r4jN4j − µN4j (29)

We solve these equations for the four cities model in Matlab (using definitions

7(page:7), 6 (page:7), and 8(page:8) ). Then we plot the graph of residents and

flows between the cities against time to observe the change in population . In these

calculations we take time span equals to 24 hours. Further, we divide the inflows

and outflows into different time intervals. The inflows and outflows have fixed

values in these time intervals. We adjusted the inflows and outflows regarding the

rush hour vs. regular hours. Here rush hours are represented by the time interval

6 < t ≤ 9 and 16 < t ≤ 18.30. The values of inflows and outflows are varying

during rush hours as compared to regular hours

Following table represent the inflows and outflows with respect to different time

intervals:
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Table 3.2: Change in inflows and outflows with time.

Time intervals Inflows rij Outflows mij

0 < t ≤ 6


0 0.038 0.05 0.048

0.01 0 0.049 0.028
0.02 0.041 0 0.027
0.035 0.03 0.045 0




0 0.28 0.45 0.025
0.375 0 0.12 0.55
0.2350 0.37 0 0.2200
0.025 0.35 0.43 0


6 < t ≤ 9


0 16 16 16
16 0 16 16
16 16 0 16
16 16 16 0




0 18 18 18
18 0 18 18
18 18 0 18
18 18 18 0


9 < t ≤ 16


0 11 11 11
11 0 11 11
11 11 0 11
11 11 11 0




0 8.5 8.5 8.5
8.5 0 8.5 8.5
8.5 8.5 0 8.5
8.5 8.5 8.5 0


16 < t ≤ 18.30


0 16 16 16
16 0 16 16
16 16 0 16
16 16 16 0




0 18 18 18
18 0 18 18
18 18 0 18
18 18 18 0


18.30 < t ≤ 21


0 11 11 11
11 0 11 11
11 11 0 11
11 11 11 0




0 8.5 8.5 8.5
8.5 0 8.5 8.5
8.5 8.5 0 8.5
8.5 8.5 8.5 0


21 < t ≤ 24


0 0.038 0.05 0.048

0.01 0 0.049 0.028
0.02 0.041 0 0.027
0.035 0.03 0.045 0




0 0.28 0.45 0.025
0.375 0 0.12 0.55
0.2350 0.37 0 0.2200
0.025 0.35 0.43 0



Here are the graphs representing residents and flows for the model of the four

cities without infection; the time window is 24 hours and time step is 25 steps per

hour:
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Figure 3.3: Graphs representing the residents of 4 cities

The graph represents the residents of four cities over a period of 24 hours. From

the graph we can observe that there is change in the residents of city 2, 3 and 4.

The residents of city 3 increases during the rush hours whereas the residents of

city 2 and 4 goes down during that time.
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Figure 3.4: Graphs representing the the flows among cities

The graphs for the travellers from four cities shows change in flows during

different intervals of times. We observe an increase in flows out of city 1, 2 and 3

for the city 4. We use the flows from the migration model described above without

infection and write the variational inequality problem (refer to definition 3;page6)

for the four cities model. The solution of these variational inequalities gives us

the new equilibrium flows that we will use to calculate the new residents and flows

for the two classes i.e., the Susceptible and the Infective for the model with an

infection present.
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VI formulation of the migration equilibrium con-

ditions

Here we write the Variational inequality problem associated to the modified model.

Let us assume that the utility associated with a particular city depends on the

total population ,i.e,: ui = ui(N
p). The utility vector function at all locations is:

u(Np) = (u1(N
p), ....., un(Np)

Similarly the migration costs associated with the links between particular cities

depend on the flows between these cities i.e, cij = cij(N
f ). Then the cost vector

between all locations is given by: c(N f ) = c12(N
f ), c13(N

f ), ....cn(n−1)(N
f )

As we denoted the generic class by k, where k=1, . . . , J let us take k = 1 for

simplicity. Assume that at t = 1 we reach to the equilibrium conditions and the

population and the migration flow pattern (Np∗, N f∗) ∈ K satisfy the equilibrium

conditions defined in equations 21(page:24) subject to the constraints 12 and 20.

Here K is our closed, convex constraint set,( Definition1page5) and K ⊂ RJn

Writing the variational inequality problem for the model (Definition 3 page:6)

n∑
i=1

{
n∑

j=1,i 6=j

(ui(N
p∗) + cij(N

f∗)− uj(Np∗)) · (Nij −Nij∗)} ≥ 0 (30)

∀(Np∗, N f∗) ∈ K

where K = {(Np, N f )|N f > 0 and (Np, N f ) satisfy 12, 20}

For each location i and the class k with Nk
ij > 0 and

∑
i 6=j

Nk
ij ≤ Np

i (0) variational

inequality problems for the four cities can be written as follows; (here we are taking
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k = 1 i.e, the cities are without infection at time t = 0):

n∑
i=1

{
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

[ui(N
p∗) + cij(N

f∗)− uj(Np∗)] · [Nij −N∗ij]} ≥ 0 (31)

If we interpret the sum
n∑

i=1

as an inner product we get:

n∑
j=1,j 6=1

{u1(Np∗) + c1j(N
f∗)− uj(Np∗).[N1j −N∗1j]}+ (32)

n∑
j=1,j 6=2

{u2(Np∗) + c2j(N
f∗)− uj(Np∗).[N2j −N∗2j]}+ ....

n∑
j=1,j 6=3

{u3(Np∗) + c3j(N
f∗)− uj(Np∗).[N3j −N∗3j]}+

n∑
j=1,j 6=n

{un(Np∗) + cnj(N
f∗)− uj(Np∗).[Nnj −N∗nj]} ≥ 0

This is the inner product of the vectors:(F1(N
p, N f ), F2(N

p, N f ), F3(N
p, N f ), . . . Fn(Np, N f ))

and (N1j −N∗1j, N2j −N∗2j, N3j −N∗3j, . . . Nnj −N∗nj)

In order for the inequality above to be satisfied we require that each term of

the above inequality must be ≥ 0.

Let us fix i=1 and rewrite the variational inequality again:

[u1(N
p∗) + c12(N

f∗)− u2(Np∗)].[N12 −N∗12]+ (33)

[u1(N
p∗) + c13(N

f∗)− u3(Np∗)].[N13 −N∗13]...+

[u1(N
p∗) + c1n(N f∗)− un(Np∗)].[N1n −N∗1n] ≥ 0
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This can be interpreted as the inner product of the vectors:

(G12(N
p, N f ),G13(N

p, N f ), . . . G1n(Np, N f )) with (N12−N∗12, N13−N∗13, . . . N1n−

N∗1n)

Thus the entire sum of these four inequalities can be regarded as the inner prod-

uct of vector functions:(G12, G13, . . . G1n, G21, G23, . . . G2n, G31, G32, . . . G3n, . . . Gn1, Gn2, . . . Gn(n−1))

with the vectors:

(N12−N∗12, N13−N∗13, . . . N1n−N∗1n, N21−N∗21, N23−N∗23, . . . N2n−N∗2n, · · ·Nn1−

N∗n1, Nn2 −N∗n2, . . . Nn(n−1) −N∗n(n−1))

or in the vector form we can write it as:

− u(Np).(Np∗ −Np) + c(N f ).(N f∗ −N f ) ≥ 0 (34)

or in the inner product form:

− 〈u(Np), (Np∗ −Np)〉+ 〈c(N f ), (N f∗ −N f )〉 ≥ 0 (35)

∀(Np∗, N f∗) ∈ K

Working Example - continued

Let us write the variational inequality problems for the example of four cities. We

assume that our example satisfies all the above equations and constraints.
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(Np∗, N f∗) ∈ K if for each pair of cities i, j;i =1, . . . ,4 j 6= i :

ui


= uj − cij − λi, if N∗ij > 0

> uj − cij − λi, if N∗ij = 0

(36)

subject to constraint 12 and 20.

Remark : Here we assume that the strict inequality holds in equation 12, i.e, the

out flows from the city i are always less than the initial population of the city i.

For each location i and the class k with Nk
ij > 0 and

∑
i 6=j

Nk
ij ≤ Np

i (0) variational

inequality problems for the four cities can be written as follows; (here we are taking

k = 1 i.e, the cities are without infection at time t = 0)35page:33:

4∑
i=1

{
4∑

j=1,j 6=i

[ui(N
p∗) + cij(N

f∗)− uj(Np∗)] · [Nij −N∗ij]} ≥ 0 (37)

If we interpret the sum
4∑

i=1

as an inner product we get:

4∑
j=1,j 6=1

{u1(Np∗) + c1j(N
f∗)− uj(Np∗).[N1j −N∗1j]}+ (38)

4∑
j=1,j 6=2

{u2(Np∗) + c2j(N
f∗)− uj(Np∗).[N2j −N∗2j]}+ ....

4∑
j=1,j 6=3

{u3(Np∗) + c3j(N
f∗)− uj(Np∗).[N3j −N∗3j]}+

4∑
j=1,j 6=4

{u4(Np∗) + c4j(N
f∗)− uj(Np∗).[N4j −N∗4j]} ≥ 0
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This is the inner product of the vectors:(F1(N
p, N f ), F2(N

p, N f ), F3(N
p, N f ), F4(N

p, N f ))

and (N1j −N∗1j, N2j −N∗2j, N3j −N∗3j, N4j −N∗4j)

In order for the inequality above to be satisfied we require that each term of

the above inequality must be ≥ 0.

Let us fix i=1 and rewrite the variational inequality again:

[u1(N
p∗) + c12(N

f∗)− u2(Np∗)].[N12 −N∗12]+ (39)

[u1(N
p∗) + c13(N

f∗)− u3(Np∗)].[N13 −N∗13]...+

[u1(N
p∗) + c14(N

f∗)− u4(Np∗)].[N14 −N∗14] ≥ 0

This can be interpreted as the inner product of the vectors:

(G12(N
p, N f ),G13(N

p, N f ), G14(N
p, N f )) with (N12 −N∗12, N13 −N∗13, N14 −N∗14)

Thus the entire sum of these four inequalities can be regarded as the inner prod-

uct of vector functions:(G12, G13, G14, G21, G23, G24, G31, G32, G34, G41, G42, G43)

with the vectors:

(N12−N∗12, N13−N∗13, N14−N∗14, N21−N∗21, N23−N∗23, N24−N∗24, · · ·N31−N∗31, N32−

N∗32, N34 −N∗34, N41 −N∗41, N42 −N∗42, N43 −N∗43)

Here we have variational inequalities which are 12 dimensional for k = 1.

Working Example with two population classes

In an SIS model we divide each city into two compartments i.e. the Susceptible

and the Infective. We use the SIS model , where it is assumed that the population

is divided into two classes,the Susceptible and the Infective; We then look at the

variational inequalities described before with classes of population k ∈ {S, I}.
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Here we make the following assumptions :

• The disease is transmitted by contacts between the Susceptible and the In-

fective.

• The disease is transmitted immediately as soon as contacts take place.

• All suspected individuals are equally Susceptible and all infected are equally

Infective.

• The population has a fixed size.

The figure representing our model now is presented below.

Figure 3.5: Figure representing flows and compartments of 4 cities.
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Furthermore, we choose this model because we are interested in diseases like

’influenza’ which is acute in nature and is not followed by immunization after

recovery; instead individuals fall back into the susceptible compartment.

In our example, since every city has been divided into two compartments,Susceptible

and Infective, the evolution of the infection during the movement between cities

is described by eight equations: the first four representing the Susceptible class

and the last four representing the Infective class present in the city. Since there

are four cities under discussion so we have 32 equations in all representing the

dynamics of the population classes within and between these four cities.

Figure 3.6: Four cities divided into two classes
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Let us start with the system of equations for the Susceptible residents present

in these four cities. For i=1,2,3,4 we have:

dSii

dt
=

n∑
k=1

rikSik − giSii −
n∑

k=1

κiβiki
SiiIki
Np

i

+ µ(N r
i − Sii) + γIii (40)

For the resident Infective we have following equations:

dIii
dt

=
n∑

k=1

rikIi − giIii +
n∑

k=1

κiβiki
SiiIki
Np

i

− (γ + µ)Iii (41)

The system of equations for the Susceptible and the Infective flows of the cityi

currently present in the city j for j 6= i are as follows:

For i,j= 1,2,3,4 with i 6= j,

dS12

dt
= g1m21S11 − r12S12 −

4∑
j=1

κ2β1j2
S12Ij2
Np

2

− µS12 + γI12 (42)

dS13

dt
= g1m31S11 − r13S13 −

4∑
j=1

κ3β1j3
S13Ij3
Np

3

− µS13 + γI13 (43)

dS14

dt
= g1m41S11 − r14S14 −

4∑
j=1

κ4β1j4
S14Ij4
Np

4

− µS14 + γI14 (44)

dS21

dt
= g2m12S22 − r21S21 −

4∑
j=1

κ1β2j1
S21Ij1
Np

1

− µS21 + γI21 (45)

dS23

dt
= g2m32S22 − r23S23 −

4∑
j=1

κ3β2j3
S23Ij3
Np

3

− µS23 + γI23 (46)
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dS24

dt
= g2m42S22 − r24S24 −

4∑
j=1

κ4β2j4
S24Ij4
Np

4

− µS24 + γI24 (47)

dS31

dt
= g3m13S33 − r31S31 −

4∑
j=1

κ1β3j1
S31Ij1
Np

1

− µS31 + γI31 (48)

dS32

dt
= g3m23S33 − r32S32 −

4∑
j=1

κ2β3j2
S32Ij2
Np

2

− µS32 + γI32 (49)

dS34

dt
= g3m43S33 − r34S34 −

4∑
j=1

κ4β3j4
S34Ij4
Np

4

− µS34 + γI34 (50)

dS41

dt
= g4m14S44 − r41S41 −

4∑
j=1

κ1β4j1
S41Ij1
Np

1

− µS41 + γI41 (51)

dS42

dt
= g4m24S44 − r42S42 −

4∑
j=1

κ2β4j2
S42Ij2
Np

2

− µS42 + γI42 (52)

dS43

dt
= g4m34S44 − r43S43 −

4∑
j=1

κ3β4j3
S43Ij3
Np

3

− µS43 + γI43 (53)

For the Infective the system of equations will be:

dI12
dt

= g1m21I11 − r12I12 +
4∑

j=1

κ2β1j2
S12Ij2
Np

2

− (γ + µ)I12 (54)

dI13
dt

= g1m31I11 − r13I13 +
4∑

j=1

κ3β1j3
S13Ij3
Np

3

− (γ + µ)I13 (55)

dI14
dt

= g1m41I11 − r14I14 +
4∑

j=1

κ4β1j4
S14Ij4
Np

4

− (γ + µ)I14 (56)

dI21
dt

= g2m12I22 − r21I21 +
4∑

j=1

κ1β2j1
S21Ij1
Np

1

− (γ + µ)I21 (57)
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dI23
dt

= g2m32I22 − r23I23 +
4∑

j=1

κ3β2j3
S23Ij3
Np

3

− (γ + µ)I23 (58)

dI24
dt

= g2m42I22 − r24I24 +
4∑

j=1

κ4β2j4
S24Ij4
Np

4

− (γ + µ)I24 (59)

dI31
dt

= g3m13I33 − r31I31 +
4∑

j=1

κ1β3j1
S31Ij1
Np

1

− (γ + µ)I31 (60)

dI32
dt

= g3m23I33 − r32I32 +
4∑

j=1

κ2β3j2
S32Ij2
Np

2

− (γ + µ)I32 (61)

dI34
dt

= g3m43I33 − r34I34 +
4∑

j=1

κ4β3j4
S34Ij4
Np

4

− (γ + µ)I34 (62)

dI41
dt

= g4m14I44 − r41I41 +
4∑

j=1

κ1β4j1
S41Ij1
Np

1

− (γ + µ)I41 (63)

dI42
dt

= g4m24I44 − r42I42 +
4∑

j=1

κ2β4j2
S42Ij2
Np

2

− (γ + µ)I42 (64)

dI43
dt

= g4m34I44 − r43I43 +
4∑

j=1

κ3β4j3
S43Ij3
Np

3

− (γ + µ)I43 (65)

To solves these equations we made the following assumptions for the parameters:

Recovery rate γ = 1/7 since it takes almost 7 days to recover from disease like flu.

In addition, we made the transmission coefficients and contact rate for each city

fixed for the model.
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Table 3.3: Values for fixed parameters used in the model of four cities

Parameters City 1 City 2 City 3 City 4
Population of each city 5000 2000 1500 3400

per capita rate gi 0.15 0.25 0.35 0.125
contacts per unit time κ 70/24 30/24 12/24 29/24

Transmission coefficient β 2.5248 5.5305 0.3442 0.3206

We use variables to represent the Susceptible and the Infective residents and

flows as in migration model for four cities without infection as shown below:

Table 3.4: Variables for residents of two compartments

Residents/ Susceptible S11 S22 S33 S44

Variable assigned x1 x2 x3 x4
Residents/Infective I11 I22 I33 I44
Variables assigned x17 x18 x19 x20

Table 3.5: Variables used for the flows of susceptible compartment.

Flows/ Susceptible S12 S13 S14 S21 S23 S24

Variables assigned x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10
Flows/Susceptible S31 S32 S34 S41 S42 S43

Variables assigned x11 x12 x13 x14 x15 x16

Table 3.6: Variables used for the flows of Infective compartment.

Flows/Infective I12 I13 I14 I21 I23 I24
Variables assigned x21 x22 x23 x24 x25 x26

Flows/Infective I31 I32 I34 I41 I42 I43
Variables assigned x27 x28 x29 x30 x31 x32

Working Example-Variational Inequality problem for k = 2

Let us write variational inequalities for the example when there is a disease spread-

ing between the cities, and every city has its own rate of spread. Here we will take
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for each location i and the class k, Nk
ij > 0 and

∑
i 6=j

Nk
ij ≤ Np

i (0) .

Variational inequalities for the four cities at time t = 0:

4∑
i=1

{
4∑

j=1,j 6=i

[uki (Np∗) + ckij(N
f∗)− ukj (Np∗)] · [Nk

ij −Nk∗
ij ]} ≥ 0 (66)

∀(Np∗, N f∗) ∈ K

where K = {(Np, N f )|N f > 0 and (Np, N f ) satisfy 12, 20}

Our population model attains its equilibrium state at (Np∗, N f∗) ∈ K if for each

pair of cities (i, j);i,j =1, ..., 4,j 6= i and for k ∈ {S, I}:

uki


= ukj − ckij − λki , if N∗ij > 0

> ukj − ckij − λki , if N∗ij = 0

(67)

subject to the constraints 12 and 20

We have 24 variables representing the flows; 12 from the Susceptible class and re-

maining from the Infective class. Here we define new utilities attached with each

class of the city. And new costs (depends on travelling between cities) for each

class in each city. For the Susceptible compartment the utility function is defined

as follows:

For each i = 1, · · · , n

usi = Ui − ηβiκi

n∑
j=1

Iji

n∑
j=1

(Iji + Sji)
(68)
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Here Iji and Sji represents the incoming flows for the Susceptible and the Infective

compartments from j to i. Let η represent the cost factor for disutility function,

Ui represent the initial utility of the respective city without infection, βi and κi

represents the transmission coefficient for the disease and the average number of

contacts with respect to the city i respectively. The term

n∑
j=1

Iji

n∑
j=1

(Iji + Sji)
represents

the disutility as a result of perceived infection due to the incoming Infective from

the city j.

Cost for the Susceptible compartment is defined as:

csij = Cij (69)

Here Cij represent the cost for travelling from the city i to the city j in the absence

of disease.

For the Infective compartment the utility function is defined as:

uIi = Ui (70)

Here Ui represent initial utility in the absence of disease for the city i.

The cost for the Infective is given by:

cIij = πCij (71)

Where π represent the rate of increase in the cost with spread of disease. At

the moment we are taking π=2 i.e, in case of infection the cost of the Infective to
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move between cities becomes double than that without infection. . The cost can

be travelling time or psychic cost depending on the situations.

Numerical simulations

We use the concept of hybrid system as given in [9],”A trajectory of hybrid system

starts with initial given state and evolves according to a continuous dynamics

generated by a set of constrained differential equations; at each discrete event

time the continuous dynamics undergoes a change and the system has to switch

to a new, different, continuous dynamics state.”[9]

1. We start our coding with the migration model without infection at time

t = 0 which is initial time state in this model. At this time the population

is initialized in the cities (all are resident), with zero flows on links. We run

the model for 24 hours.

Table 3.7: Values for residents for 4 cities over seven days

Residents of four cities N11 N22 N33 N44

Equilibrium values 2179.1 355.1 8330 346.4

Following table shows the equilibrium flows for the model in the absence of

infection:

Table 3.8: Flows for city 1 and city 2

Flows from city 1 and 2 N12 N13 N14 N21 N23 N24

Equilibrium values 27.35 17.91 3.86 7.18 8.71 8.39
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Table 3.9: Flows for city 3 and city 4

Flows from city 3 and 4 N31 N32 N34 N41 N42 N43

Equilibrium values 270.67 73.47 258.37 2.40 6.96 4.13

2. After running the simulations for 24 hour period, we find the values for

resident populations Nii in each city and the population flows Nij on each

link between cities. We use the values of flows from table 3.8 and table 3.9

to solve the variational inequality problem (without infection) as defined in

sections above, at the end of day 1 which is our event time. This give flows

in equilibrium conditions for each link.

Table 3.10: Initial utilities for the model without infection

Initial utilities U1 U2 U3 U4

Equilibrium values -495 -214 -166 -334

Table 3.11: Initial costs for the model without infection

Initial costs C12 C13 C14 C21 C23 C24

Equilibrium values 37.36 36.25 90.4 31.60 11.3 5.83

Table 3.12: Initial costs for the model without infection

Initial costs C31 C32 C34 C41 C42 C43

Equilibrium values 13.4 18.4 2.1 6.54 8.01 10.9

3. We use these values to calculate the number of residents in the Susceptible

and the Infective compartment of our cities and the Susceptible and the

Infective flows on each link between cities. For this we assume that at the

initial time of infection, 95% of the population in each city is Susceptible,

whether resident or traveller, and only 5% is Infective.
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4. We then run the codes for the migration SIS model for another 24 hours

interval; we thus find new values for the residents and the flows for each

class at end of the 24 hour interval.

5. At the end of day 1, we run the variational inequality model (with two

classes) to find the effect of changes in the utilities of the four cities and

the costs associated with travelling. In this model, we use the newly de-

fined utilities(Equations 68, 70,Page 42), depending on the infected flows

and costs(Equations 67 ,71: Page 43),associate with each link for every com-

partment, i.e., the Susceptible and the Infective

Working in the same manner, we run the model for several days, collecting

the resident population and flows for each class on every link and in every city.

In addition, we run the variational inequality model at the end of each day to

see the behavioural change in the movement of each class. These codes will work

according to the following flow chart:
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Figure 3.7: Flow chart showing the working of Matlab codes for period of 7 days
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The following tables represent the values of the residents and the flows of two

classes for 7 days:

Table 3.13: Residents of Susceptible class for 4 cities

No. of days Resident Susceptibles
S11 S22 S33 S44

Day 1 170 189.1 2352.2 6601.9
Day 2 94.12 105.12 977.33 750.99
Day 3 33.45 104.67 386.23 51.20
Day 4 204.35 5.73 96.68 415.49
Day 5 180 17.19 139.03 97.08
Day 6 191 0.08 0.08 421
Day 7 189 0.04 0.04 500

Table 3.14: Infective residents for the 4 cities

No.of Days Resident Infectives
I11 I22 I33 I44

Day1 594.99 594.99 594.99 594.99
Day 2 2380 2380 2380 2380
Day 3 1914.4 4966.4 1783.2 2184.7
Day 4 9958 0.00 109 83.9
Day 5 8845.5 552.2 354.4 632.5
Day 6 9394 0.00 0.00 0.00
Day 7 9185 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table 3.15: Susceptible flows between 4 cities from city 1 and city 2

No. of days City 1 City 2
Sus. flows S12 S13 S14 S21 S23 S24

Day 1 46.67 46.67 46.67 8.27 8.27 8.27
Day 2 210 2.04 0.00 14.37 0.00 37.22
Day 3 348 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Day 4 0.00 256.66 82.70 0.00 0.00 0.00
Day 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02
Day 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.05
Day 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.22 0.16 0.09

Table 3.16: Flow of Susceptible from city 3 and 4 to all others

No. of days City 3 City 4
Sus. flows S31 S32 S34 S41 S42 S43

Day 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.53 10.53 10.53
Day 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 47.39 47.39 47.39
Day 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 99.82 0.02
Day 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 148.26 148.26 148.26
Day 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 125 181 141
Day 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 289.19 638.05 638.05
Day 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 460 514 402

Table 3.17: Flow of Infective from city 1 and 2 to all others

No. of days City 1 City 2
Inf. flows I12 I13 I14 I21 I23 I24

Day 1 2.45 2.45 2.45 0.43 0.43 0.43
Day 2 11.05 11.05 11.05 1.96 1.96 1.96
Day 3 49.74 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01
Day 4 74.61 74.63 74.63 0.04 0.04 0.04
Day 5 273 150 132 0.15 0.15 0.15
Day 6 21.10 11.62 0.12 0.1 0.1 0.1
Day 7 4.70 0.17 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.04
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Table 3.18: Flow of Infective from city 3 and 4 to all others

No. of days City 3 City 4
Inf. flows I31 I32 I34 I41 I42 I43

Day 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.55 0.55 0.55
Day 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.49 2.49 2.49
Day 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 3.95 0.01
Day 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.95 5.94 5.94
Day 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.75 26.75 26.75
Day 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 120 120 54
Day 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 442 162 40

Table 3.19: Utilities for the Susceptible class over seven days

Days us1 us2 us3 us4
After Day 1 -549 -259 -167 -336
After Day 2 -549 -259 -167 -337
After Day 3 -549 -270 -166 -336
After Day 4 -548 -288 -168 -338
After Day 5 -553 -361 -169 -338
After Day 6 -569 -293 -167 -336

On solving the system of equations for the SIS model we obtain following

graphs showing the change in the residents and flows for both the Susceptible and

the Infective class with the passage of time.
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Figure 3.8: Figure showing susceptible residents of four cities
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Figure 3.9: Figure showing infective residents of four cities
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Figure 3.10: Figure showing susceptible flows from city ’i’ to city ’j’
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Figure 3.11: Figure showing infective flows from city ’i’ to city ’j’

On running the codes for the next 24 hours t ∈ [2, 48], i.e., day 2, the following

graphs represent changes in the residents and the flows of the two compartments

with respect to time:
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Figure 3.12: Figure showing susceptible residents of four cities

Figure 3.13: Figure showing infective residents of four cities
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Figure 3.14: Figure showing susceptible flows from city ’i’ to city ’j’

Figure 3.15: Figure showing infective flows from city ’i’ to city ’j’
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We now plot the change in the residents and the flows (for both Susceptible and

Infective) with respect to time (measured in days). We added the detailed graphs

for days 3,4,5,6,7 in the Appendix. The following graphs shows the changes we

captured:

Figure 3.16: Figure showing Susceptible residents of four cities
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Figure 3.17: Figure showing Infective residents of four cities

Figure 3.18: Figure showing Susceptible flows from city 1 to all others
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Figure 3.19: Figure showing Infective flows from city 2 to all others

From the graphs we see that the Susceptible residents of city 1 decrease sharply

after day 1 and almost goes to zero in next six days. 3.16(Page 57 On the other

hand residents of Infective class of same city - as seen in Figure 3.17(Page 58)

,increases with the increase in days. The Susceptible flows from city 1 to all

others remains to some constant value in first three days of infection. Then we

can observe a sharp increase from day 3 to day 4,remain constant for one day and

start decreasing from day 6 to day 7 where it goes to almost zero, as seen in Figure

3.18 58. The Infective flows from city 1 increases slowly for first three days. Then

we can see a sharp increase in next two days, after that it start decreasing till day

7.

The Susceptible flow from city 3 to cites 1 and 4 decreases rapidly in the first

day as infection starts, then increases slowly until the sixth day of infection. After

the sixth day we observe a sudden decrease in flow - Figure 3.19 .
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The flows from Infective class for city 3 to city 4 decrease sharply with the

spread of disease from day 1 to day 2. After day 2 flow start increasing sharply

till next day and decreases after day 3 until day 4. In day 4 we observe a slow

increase in flow until day 7. We see the same trend in the flows from city 4 to city

2 and city 3

Since we observe continuous movement between cities it seems that spread of

epidemic do not affect the people’s decision of moving between cities. It is due

to the fact that utilities attached with these cities are still higher when compared

to the cost incurred by travelling. In our simulations, the cost of travelling under

the presence of infection is taken to be double that of travelling without infection

present. However, we do not have, at this time, a more explicit way to quantify

what this cost represents for the travelling individual, but it seems to support the

observations in [31] that most of the people prefer to work even if they are sick.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion and future work

We presented here a framework to model decision-making in a population contain-

ing travelers and non-travelers in the presence of a transmissible disease such as

influenza. We look at a population confined between a fixed number of geographic

locations and we study both the spread of the infection as well as their daily trav-

elling pattern. The choice of whether or not to travel the next day is impacted by

the added disutility of the possibility of getting infected, as well as risks travelling

to a more infectious location. Last but not least, we blend two existing models

of population movement and disease spread using the hybrid dynamical systems

concept.

These results are however only incipient and there is still a lot of work to be

continued from here. In general terms, there are two large areas that need to be

investigated: there needs to be a sensitivity analysis of the model with respect

to parameter choices , such as for instance dynamic changes in the outflow and

inflow rates (implemented here already to account for rush hour vs. regular hours

travelling), or variations in contact rates etc. Here we kept the contact rates κ
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and the transmission coefficients β constant. We can change these parameters as

function of time to observe the change in populations in each compartment. In

addition, we can study this model with different infection rates in every city at each

day to observe the patterns of the flows and the residents of two compartments

and to study the impact on the local R0 numbers in each location.

Secondly, there needs to be an analysis of the outcomes of the model, in terms

of costs to the local economy, and changes that may incur in behaviour if the type

of illness is changed (for instance from regular influenza to a more severe pandemic

instance). Here our assumption on the costs and utilities of the Susceptible class

are fairly simple, so that we see whether or not they impact the migrating pattern

of the population significantly. Different expressions of these utilities and costs

in the presence of disease may change the pattern in a significant way and the

decision making of the population could play an important role in control of disease

in different geographic regions. Furthermore, staying away from work, school,

means incurring costs in the local economy and in local health care; how these two

compare is also an interesting topic arising from this work.
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4.0.1 Appendix

Following graphs represent the change in population for the two classes for day 3:
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Following graphs represent the change in population for the two classes for day

4:
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Following graphs represent the change in population for the two classes for day

5:
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Following graphs represent the change in population for the two classes for day

6:
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Following graphs represent the change in population for the two classes for day

7:
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Here are the codes for Matlab that we use for solving the system of equations

as mentioned in chapter 1, solnp.m and subnp.m files are freely available routines

for solving nonlinear optimization problems:

Script file representing the Main-model without infection.

function script(step,T,b)

global s G2 G1 multip

multip = 1/step;

a (: , 1) = [5000;2000;1500;3400;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1];

%x0=a(:,1);

d=1;

for delta1 = b:multip:T

% glob=delta1;

[z1] = vfield(a( : , d), delta1);

s = a( : , d) + (multip*z1);

u = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0];

v = [8330;8330;8330;8330;1500;1500;1500;600;600;600;450;450;450;1020;1020;1020];

% xb are the lower, resp. upper bounds of the vector x

xb = [ u, v];

[x] = solnp(xb);

a( : , d+1 ) = [x];

d=d+1;

end

cc = a’;

G1=cc(end,1:4)
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G2=cc(end,5:16)

t = b:multip:(T + multip);

figure

plot(t,cc(:,1),t,cc(:,2),t,cc(:,3),t,cc(:,4));

title(’Variation of fixed residents at each location, i=1,..,4 , with time’)

xlabel(’time’)

ylabel(’population’)

legend( ’N_{11}’,’N_{22}’,’N_{33}’,’N_{44}’)

figure

subplot(2,2,1)

plot(t,cc(:,5),’magenta’,t,cc(:,6),’yellow’,t,cc(:,7),’green’);

title(’Travellers from city 1’)

xlabel(’time’)

ylabel(’population’)

legend( ’N_{12}’,’N_{13}’,’N_{14}’)

subplot(2,2,2)

plot(t,cc(:,8),t,cc(:,9),t,cc(:,10));

title(’Travellers from city 2’)

xlabel(’time’)

ylabel(’population’)

legend( ’N_{21}’,’N_{23}’,’N_{24}’)

subplot(2,2,3)
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plot(t,cc(:,11),t,cc(:,12),t,cc(:,13));

title(’Travellers from city 3’)

xlabel(’time’)

ylabel(’population’)

legend( ’N_{31}’,’N_{32}’,’N_{34}’)

subplot(2,2,4)

plot(t,cc(:,14),t,cc(:,15),t,cc(:,16));

title(’Travellers from city 4’)

xlabel(’time’)

ylabel(’population’)

legend( ’N_{41}’,’N_{42}’,’N_{43}’)

sum(G1);

sum(G2);

sum(G1)+sum(G2);

Script file for VI model without infection:

function script(step,T,b)

global ssss D1 D3 multip D2 D4 new_flow sevenday_ave_RS sevenday_ave_RI sevendayplot_average_Sflows sevendayplot_average_Iflows

% D1,D3 will be used here as resident population in every time step

T;

multip =1/step;

SS1=new_flow(1:12,:)

SS2=new_flow(13:24,:)

flows_R=D1(:,:,1)
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flows_I=D3(:,:,1)

aa(1:4 , 1) = [flows_R(1)-SS1(1,1)-SS1(2,1)-SS1(3,1) + SS1(4,1)+SS1(7,1)+SS1(10,1);...

flows_R(2) - SS1(4,1)-SS1(5,1)-SS1(6,1) + SS1(1,1)+SS1(8,1)+SS1(11,1);...

flows_R(3) - SS1(7,1)-SS1(8,1)-SS1(9,1)+ SS1(2,1)+SS1(5,1)+SS1(12,1);...

flows_R(4) - SS1(10,1)-SS1(11,1)-SS1(12,1) + SS1(3,1)+SS1(6,1)+SS1(9,1)];

aa(5:16, 1) =SS1;

aa(17:20, 1)= [flows_I(1)-SS2(1,1)-SS2(2,1)-SS2(3,1) + SS2(4,1)+SS2(7,1)+SS2(10,1);...

flows_I(2) - SS2(4,1)-SS2(5,1)-SS2(6,1) + SS2(1,1)+SS2(8,1)+SS2(11,1);...

flows_I(3) - SS2(7,1)-SS2(8,1)-SS2(9,1)+ SS2(2,1)+SS2(5,1)+SS2(12,1);...

flows_I(4) - SS2(10,1)-SS2(11,1)-SS2(12,1) + SS2(3,1)+SS2(6,1)+SS2(9,1)];

aa(21:32,1) = SS2;

aa;

u = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0];

v=[aa(1,1)+aa(2,1)+aa(3,1)+aa(4,1);aa(1,1)+aa(2,1)+aa(3,1)+aa(4,1);aa(1,1)+aa(2,1)+aa(3,1)+aa(4,1);aa(1,1)+aa(2,1)+aa(3,1)+aa(4,1);...

aa(5,1)+aa(6,1)+aa(7,1);aa(5,1)+aa(6,1)+aa(7,1);;aa(5,1)+aa(6,1)+aa(7,1);...%20.687485;20.687485;20.687485;...

aa(8,1)+aa(9,1)+aa(10,1);aa(8,1)+aa(9,1)+aa(10,1);aa(8,1)+aa(9,1)+aa(10,1);%8.27298;8.27298;8.27298;...

aa(11,1)+aa(12,1)+aa(13,1);aa(11,1)+aa(12,1)+aa(13,1);aa(11,1)+aa(12,1)+aa(13,1);%0.00114;0.00114;0.00114;...

aa(14,1)+aa(15,1)+aa(16,1);aa(14,1)+aa(15,1)+aa(16,1);aa(14,1)+aa(15,1)+aa(16,1);%10.53341;10.53341;10.53341;...

aa(17,1)+aa(18,1)+aa(19,1)+aa(20,1);aa(17,1)+aa(18,1)+aa(19,1)+aa(20,1);aa(17,1)+aa(18,1)+aa(19,1)+aa(20,1);aa(17,1)+aa(18,1)+aa(19,1)+aa(20,1); %591.55345;591.55345;591.55345;591.55345;...

aa(21,1)+aa(22,1)+aa(23,1);aa(21,1)+aa(22,1)+aa(23,1);aa(21,1)+aa(22,1)+aa(23,1);%2.45669;2.45669;2.45669;...

aa(24,1)+aa(25,1)+aa(26,1);aa(24,1)+aa(25,1)+aa(26,1);aa(24,1)+aa(25,1)+aa(26,1);%0.43542;0.43542;0.43542;...

aa(27,1)+aa(28,1)+aa(29,1);aa(27,1)+aa(28,1)+aa(29,1);aa(27,1)+aa(28,1)+aa(29,1);%0.00006;0.00006;0.00006;...

aa(30,1)+aa(31,1)+aa(32,1);aa(30,1)+aa(31,1)+aa(32,1);aa(30,1)+aa(31,1)+aa(32,1)]
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a(:,1)=aa

d=1;

for delta1 = b:multip:T ;

[z1] = vfield(a( : , d), delta1);

ssss = a( : , d) + (multip*z1);

% xb are the lower, resp. upper bounds of the vector x

xb = [ u, v];

%op = [1,10,30,10^(-5),10^(-4)];

[x] = solnp(xb);

a( : , d+1 ) = [x];

d = d+1;

end

cc = a’;

%sevendayplot_RS(:,:,2)=cc(:,1:4);% then you plot its columns- col 1 S residents of city 1, etc.

%sevendayplot_RI(:,:,2)=cc(:,17:20);

sevenday_ave_RS(:,:,2)= [sum(cc(:,1))/576;sum(cc(:,2))/576;sum(cc(:,3))/576;sum(cc(:,4))/576]’;

sevenday_ave_RI(:,:,2)= [sum(cc(:,17))/576;sum(cc(:,18))/576;sum(cc(:,19))/576;sum(cc(:,20))/576]’

sevendayplot_average_Sflows(:,:,2)=[sum(cc(:,5))/576;sum(cc(:,6))/576;sum(cc(:,7))/576;sum(cc(:,8))/576;sum(cc(:,9))/576;sum(cc(:,10))/576;...

sum(cc(:,11))/576;sum(cc(:,12))/576;sum(cc(:,13))/576;sum(cc(:,14))/576;sum(cc(:,15))/576;sum(cc(:,16))/576;];

sevendayplot_average_Iflows(:,:,2)=[sum(cc(:,21))/576;sum(cc(:,22))/576;sum(cc(:,23))/576;sum(cc(:,24))/576;sum(cc(:,25))/576;sum(cc(:,26))/576;...
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sum(cc(:,27))/576;sum(cc(:,28))/576;sum(cc(:,29))/576;sum(cc(:,30))/576;sum(cc(:,31))/576;sum(cc(:,32))/576;];

size(cc);

D1(:,:,2)=cc(end,1:4) % resident susceptibles in each city

D2(:,:,2)=cc(end,5:16) %S_ij among cities

D3(:,:,2)=cc(end,17:20) % resident infecteds in each city

D4(:,:,2)=cc(end,21:32) % I_ij among cities

t = b:multip:T;

figure

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,1),’yellow’,t,cc(1:end-1,2),’magenta’,t,cc(1:end-1,3),’cyan’,t,cc(1:end-1,4)),’blue’;

title(’Variation of fixed residents(susceptibles) at each location, i=1,..,4 , with time’)

xlabel(’time’)

ylabel(’Susceptible population ’)

legend(’S_{11}’, ’S_{22}’,’S_{33}’, ’S_{44}’)

figure

plot (t,cc(1:end-1,17),’-+y’,t,cc(1:end-1,18),’-om’,t,cc(1:end-1,19),’-*c’,t,cc(1:end-1,20),’-b’);

title(’Variation of fixed residents(infected) at each location, i=1,..,4 , with time’)

xlabel(’time’)

ylabel(’Infected’)

legend(’I_{11}’, ’I_{22}’,’I_{33}’, ’I_{44}’)
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figure

subplot(2,2,1)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,5),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,6),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,7),’g’);

title(’Susceptibles from city 1’)

xlabel(’time’)

legend(’S_{12}’, ’S_{13}’,’S_{14}’)

subplot(2,2,2)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,8),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,9),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,10),’g’);

title(’Susceptibles from city 2’)

xlabel(’time ’)

legend(’S_{21}’, ’S_{23}’,’S_{24}’)

subplot(2,2,3)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,11),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,12),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,13),’g’);

title(’Susceptibles from city 3’)

xlabel(’time ’)

legend(’S_{31}’, ’S_{32}’,’S_{34}’)

subplot(2,2,4)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,14),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,15),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,16),’g’);

title(’Susceptibles from city 4’)

xlabel(’time ’)

legend(’S_{41}’, ’S_{42}’,’S_{43}’)
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figure

subplot(2,2,1)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,21),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,22),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,23),’g’);

title(’Infected from city 1’)

xlabel(’time ’)

legend(’I_{12}’, ’I_{13}’,’I_{14}’)

subplot(2,2,2)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,24),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,25),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,26),’g’);

title(’Infected from city 2’)

xlabel(’time’)

legend(’I_{21}’, ’I_{23}’,’I_{24}’)

subplot(2,2,3)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,27),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,28),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,29),’g’);

title(’Infected from city 3’)

xlabel(’time’)

legend(’I_{31}’, ’I_{32}’,’I_{34}’)

subplot(2,2,4)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,30),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,31),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,32),’g’);

title(’Infected from city 4’)

xlabel(’time ’)

legend(’I_{41}’, ’I_{42}’,’I_{43}’)
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Script file for SIS model day -1:

function script(step,T,b)

global sss multip D1 D2 D3 D4 ini_flows sevenday_ave_RS sevenday_ave_RI sevendayplot_average_Sflows sevendayplot_average_Iflows

% D1,D3 will be used here as resident population in every time step

T;

multip =1/step;

SS = ini_flows;

aa(1:4 , 1) = 0.95*[5000-SS(1,1)-SS(2,1)-SS(3,1) + SS(4,1)+SS(7,1)+SS(10,1);...

2000 - SS(4,1)-SS(5,1)-SS(6,1) + SS(1,1)+SS(8,1)+SS(11,1);...

1500 - SS(7,1)-SS(8,1)-SS(9,1)+ SS(2,1)+SS(5,1)+SS(12,1);...

3400 - SS(10,1)-SS(11,1)-SS(12,1) + SS(3,1)+SS(6,1)+SS(9,1)];

aa(5:16, 1) = 0.95*SS;

aa(17:20, 1)= 0.05*[5000-SS(1,1)-SS(2,1)-SS(3,1) + SS(4,1)+SS(7,1)+SS(10,1);...

2000 - SS(4,1)-SS(5,1)-SS(6,1) + SS(1,1)+SS(8,1)+SS(11,1);...

1500 - SS(7,1)-SS(8,1)-SS(9,1)+ SS(2,1)+SS(5,1)+SS(12,1);...

3400 - SS(10,1)-SS(11,1)-SS(12,1) + SS(3,1)+SS(6,1)+SS(9,1)];

aa(21:32,1) = 0.05*SS;

aa;

a = aa;

u = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0];

v=[aa(1,1)+aa(2,1)+aa(3,1)+aa(4,1);aa(1,1)+aa(2,1)+aa(3,1)+aa(4,1);aa(1,1)+aa(2,1)+aa(3,1)+aa(4,1);aa(1,1)+aa(2,1)+aa(3,1)+aa(4,1);...

aa(5,1)+aa(6,1)+aa(7,1);aa(5,1)+aa(6,1)+aa(7,1);;aa(5,1)+aa(6,1)+aa(7,1);...%20.687485;20.687485;20.687485;...

aa(8,1)+aa(9,1)+aa(10,1);aa(8,1)+aa(9,1)+aa(10,1);aa(8,1)+aa(9,1)+aa(10,1);%8.27298;8.27298;8.27298;...
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aa(11,1)+aa(12,1)+aa(13,1);aa(11,1)+aa(12,1)+aa(13,1);aa(11,1)+aa(12,1)+aa(13,1);%0.00114;0.00114;0.00114;...

aa(14,1)+aa(15,1)+aa(16,1);aa(14,1)+aa(15,1)+aa(16,1);aa(14,1)+aa(15,1)+aa(16,1);%10.53341;10.53341;10.53341;...

aa(17,1)+aa(18,1)+aa(19,1)+aa(20,1);aa(17,1)+aa(18,1)+aa(19,1)+aa(20,1);aa(17,1)+aa(18,1)+aa(19,1)+aa(20,1);aa(17,1)+aa(18,1)+aa(19,1)+aa(20,1); %591.55345;591.55345;591.55345;591.55345;...

aa(21,1)+aa(22,1)+aa(23,1);aa(21,1)+aa(22,1)+aa(23,1);aa(21,1)+aa(22,1)+aa(23,1);%2.45669;2.45669;2.45669;...

aa(24,1)+aa(25,1)+aa(26,1);aa(24,1)+aa(25,1)+aa(26,1);aa(24,1)+aa(25,1)+aa(26,1);%0.43542;0.43542;0.43542;...

aa(27,1)+aa(28,1)+aa(29,1);aa(27,1)+aa(28,1)+aa(29,1);aa(27,1)+aa(28,1)+aa(29,1);%0.00006;0.00006;0.00006;...

aa(30,1)+aa(31,1)+aa(32,1);aa(30,1)+aa(31,1)+aa(32,1);aa(30,1)+aa(31,1)+aa(32,1)];

a(:,1)=a;

d=1;

for delta1 = b:multip:T ;

[z1] = vfield(a( : , d), delta1);

sss = a( : , d) + (multip*z1);

%0.55439;0.55439;0.55439]

%first 4 vaalues for susceptible residents;other 12 for flows (S);

% next 4 for infected residents;other 12 for flows(I);

% xb aare the lower, resp. upper bounds of the vector x

xb = [ u, v];

%op = [1,10,30,10^(-5),10^(-4)];

[x] = solnp(xb);

a( : , d+1 ) = [x];

d = d+1;

end
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cc = a’;

%%%%%%%%%collect data for 7 daays plot %%

%sevendaayplot_RS(:,:,1)=cc(:,1:4);% then you plot its columns- col 1 S residents of city 1, etc.

%sevendaayplot_RI(:,:,1)=cc(:,17:20);

sevenday_ave_RS(:,:,1)= [sum(cc(:,1))/24;sum(cc(:,2))/24;sum(cc(:,3))/24;sum(cc(:,4))/24]’;

sevenday_ave_RI(:,:,1)= [sum(cc(:,17))/576;sum(cc(:,18))/576;sum(cc(:,19))/576;sum(cc(:,20))/576]’;

sevendayplot_average_Sflows(:,:,1)=[sum(cc(:,5))/576;sum(cc(:,6))/576;sum(cc(:,7))/576;sum(cc(:,8))/576;sum(cc(:,9))/576;sum(cc(:,10))/576;...

sum(cc(:,11))/576;sum(cc(:,12))/576;sum(cc(:,13))/576;sum(cc(:,14))/576;sum(cc(:,15))/576;sum(cc(:,16))/576;];

sevendayplot_average_Iflows(:,:,1)=[sum(cc(:,21))/576;sum(cc(:,22))/576;sum(cc(:,23))/576;sum(cc(:,24))/576;sum(cc(:,25))/576;sum(cc(:,26))/576;...

sum(cc(:,27))/576;sum(cc(:,28))/576;sum(cc(:,29))/576;sum(cc(:,30))/576;sum(cc(:,31))/576;sum(cc(:,32))/576;];

%%%%%%%%%% end collect %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

size(cc);

D1(:,:,1)=cc(end,1:4) % resident susceptibles in eaach city

D2(:,:,1)=cc(end,5:16) %S_ij aamong cities

D3(:,:,1)=cc(end,17:20) % resident infecteds in eaach city

D4(:,:,1)=cc(end,21:32) % I_ij aamong cities

t = b:multip:T;

figure

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,1),’yellow’,t,cc(1:end-1,2),’magenta’,t,cc(1:end-1,3),’cyan’,t,cc(1:end-1,4)),’blue’;

title(’Variation of fixed residents(susceptibles) at each locaation, i=1,..,4 , with time’)
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xlabel(’time’)

ylabel(’Susceptible population’)

legend(’S_{11}’, ’S_{22}’,’S_{33}’, ’S_{44}’)

figure

plot (t,cc(1:end-1,17),’-+y’,t,cc(1:end-1,18),’-om’,t,cc(1:end-1,19),’-*c’,t,cc(1:end-1,20),’-b’);

title(’Variation of fixed residents(infected) aat each location, i=1,..,4 , with time’)

xlabel(’time’)

ylabel(’Infected’)

legend(’I_{11}’, ’I_{22}’,’I_{33}’, ’I_{44}’)

figure

subplot(2,2,1)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,5),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,6),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,7),’g’);

title(’Susceptibles from city 1’)

xlabel(’time’)

legend(’S_{12}’, ’S_{13}’,’S_{14}’)

subplot(2,2,2)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,8),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,9),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,10),’g’);

title(’Susceptibles from city 2’)

xlabel(’time’)

legend(’S_{21}’, ’S_{23}’,’S_{24}’)
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subplot(2,2,3)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,11),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,12),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,13),’g’);

title(’Susceptibles from city 3’)

xlabel(’time ’)

legend(’S_{31}’, ’S_{32}’,’S_{34}’)

subplot(2,2,4)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,14),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,15),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,16),’g’);

title(’Susceptibles from city 4’)

xlabel(’time ’)

legend(’S_{41}’, ’S_{42}’,’S_{43}’)

figure

subplot(2,2,1)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,21),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,22),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,23),’g’);

title(’Infected from city 1’)

xlabel(’time’)

legend(’I_{12}’, ’I_{13}’,’I_{14}’)

subplot(2,2,2)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,24),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,25),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,26),’g’);

title(’Infected from city 2’)

xlabel(’time’)

legend(’I_{21}’, ’I_{23}’,’I_{24}’)
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subplot(2,2,3)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,27),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,28),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,29),’g’);

title(’Infected from city 3’)

xlabel(’time’)

legend(’I_{31}’, ’I_{32}’,’I_{34}’)

subplot(2,2,4)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,30),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,31),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,32),’g’);

title(’Infected from city 4’)

xlabel(’time’)

legend(’I_{41}’, ’I_{42}’,’I_{43}’)

Script file for VI model with infection after day 1:

function scriptVIS(tt)

global sz D1 D2 D3 D4 new_flow multip new_utilS1 new_utilI1 new_costingS1 new_costingI1

bb(1:12,1)= D2(:,:,1);%[16.286895;4.864;1.75218;3.281775;4.221703;3.359105;70.85252;27.960875;130.72266;...

%1.159;3.585395;2.042785];;

bb(13:24,1)=D4(:,:,1);%[0.857205;0.256;0.09222;0.172725;4.221703;0.176795;0.04943;...

%1.471625;6.88014;0.061;0.188705;0.107515];

bb

a(:,1)=bb;

for i =1: tt;
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multip = 0.1;

[z1] = vfield(a( : , i));

sz = a( : , i) + (multip*z1);

u = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0];

v = [sum(bb(1:3,1));sum(bb(1:3,1));sum(bb(1:3,1));%20.687485;20.687485;20.687485;...

sum(bb(4:6,1));sum(bb(4:6,1));sum(bb(4:6,1));%8.27298;8.27298;8.27298;...

sum(bb(7:9,1));sum(bb(7:9,1));sum(bb(7:9,1));%0.00114;0.00114;0.00114;...

sum(bb(10:12,1));sum(bb(10:12,1));sum(bb(10:12,1));% 10.53341;10.53341;10.53341;...

sum(bb(13:15,1));sum(bb(13:15,1));sum(bb(13:15,1)); %2.45669;2.45669;2.45669;...

sum(bb(16:18,1));sum(bb(16:18,1));sum(bb(16:18,1)); %0.43542;0.43542;0.43542;...

sum(bb(19:21,1));sum(bb(19:21,1));sum(bb(19:21,1)); %0.00006;0.00006;0.00006;...

sum(bb(22:24,1));sum(bb(22:24,1));sum(bb(22:24,1))]%0.55439;0.55439;0.55439]

% xb are the lower, resp. upper bounds of the vector x

xb = [ u, v];

res_s(:,1)=D1(:,:,1)

res_inf(:,1)=D3(:,:,1)

icb =10*[0,res_s(1,1)+res_inf(1,1);0,res_s(2,1)+res_inf(2,1);0,res_s(3,1)+res_inf(3,1);0,res_s(4,1)+res_inf(4,1)]%10^(1)*[0,5000;0,2000;0,1500;0,3400];

% change icb every time when run the script from model2-day2

[x] = solnp(xb,icb);

a(:,i+1) = [x];

if norm(a(:,i+1)-a(:,i),2) <= 5* 10^(-3)
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i

break

end

end

new_utilS1= utilS(a(:,end))

new_utilI1 =utilI(a(:,end));

new_costingS1=costingS(a(:,end))

new_costingI1=costingI(a(:,end));

new_flow=(a(:,end))

sum(new_flow)

Script file for SIS model day 2:

function script(step,T,b)

global ssss D1 D3 multip D2 D4 new_flow sevenday_ave_RS sevenday_ave_RI sevendayplot_average_Sflows sevendayplot_average_Iflows

% D1,D3 will be used here as resident population in every time step

T;

multip =1/step;

SS1=new_flow(1:12,:)

SS2=new_flow(13:24,:)

flows_R=D1(:,:,1)

flows_I=D3(:,:,1)

aa(1:4 , 1) = [flows_R(1)-SS1(1,1)-SS1(2,1)-SS1(3,1) + SS1(4,1)+SS1(7,1)+SS1(10,1);...

flows_R(2) - SS1(4,1)-SS1(5,1)-SS1(6,1) + SS1(1,1)+SS1(8,1)+SS1(11,1);...

flows_R(3) - SS1(7,1)-SS1(8,1)-SS1(9,1)+ SS1(2,1)+SS1(5,1)+SS1(12,1);...
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flows_R(4) - SS1(10,1)-SS1(11,1)-SS1(12,1) + SS1(3,1)+SS1(6,1)+SS1(9,1)];

aa(5:16, 1) =SS1;

aa(17:20, 1)= [flows_I(1)-SS2(1,1)-SS2(2,1)-SS2(3,1) + SS2(4,1)+SS2(7,1)+SS2(10,1);...

flows_I(2) - SS2(4,1)-SS2(5,1)-SS2(6,1) + SS2(1,1)+SS2(8,1)+SS2(11,1);...

flows_I(3) - SS2(7,1)-SS2(8,1)-SS2(9,1)+ SS2(2,1)+SS2(5,1)+SS2(12,1);...

flows_I(4) - SS2(10,1)-SS2(11,1)-SS2(12,1) + SS2(3,1)+SS2(6,1)+SS2(9,1)];

aa(21:32,1) = SS2;

aa;

u = [0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0;0];

v=[aa(1,1)+aa(2,1)+aa(3,1)+aa(4,1);aa(1,1)+aa(2,1)+aa(3,1)+aa(4,1);aa(1,1)+aa(2,1)+aa(3,1)+aa(4,1);aa(1,1)+aa(2,1)+aa(3,1)+aa(4,1);...

aa(5,1)+aa(6,1)+aa(7,1);aa(5,1)+aa(6,1)+aa(7,1);;aa(5,1)+aa(6,1)+aa(7,1);...%20.687485;20.687485;20.687485;...

aa(8,1)+aa(9,1)+aa(10,1);aa(8,1)+aa(9,1)+aa(10,1);aa(8,1)+aa(9,1)+aa(10,1);%8.27298;8.27298;8.27298;...

aa(11,1)+aa(12,1)+aa(13,1);aa(11,1)+aa(12,1)+aa(13,1);aa(11,1)+aa(12,1)+aa(13,1);%0.00114;0.00114;0.00114;...

aa(14,1)+aa(15,1)+aa(16,1);aa(14,1)+aa(15,1)+aa(16,1);aa(14,1)+aa(15,1)+aa(16,1);%10.53341;10.53341;10.53341;...

aa(17,1)+aa(18,1)+aa(19,1)+aa(20,1);aa(17,1)+aa(18,1)+aa(19,1)+aa(20,1);aa(17,1)+aa(18,1)+aa(19,1)+aa(20,1);aa(17,1)+aa(18,1)+aa(19,1)+aa(20,1); %591.55345;591.55345;591.55345;591.55345;...

aa(21,1)+aa(22,1)+aa(23,1);aa(21,1)+aa(22,1)+aa(23,1);aa(21,1)+aa(22,1)+aa(23,1);%2.45669;2.45669;2.45669;...

aa(24,1)+aa(25,1)+aa(26,1);aa(24,1)+aa(25,1)+aa(26,1);aa(24,1)+aa(25,1)+aa(26,1);%0.43542;0.43542;0.43542;...

aa(27,1)+aa(28,1)+aa(29,1);aa(27,1)+aa(28,1)+aa(29,1);aa(27,1)+aa(28,1)+aa(29,1);%0.00006;0.00006;0.00006;...

aa(30,1)+aa(31,1)+aa(32,1);aa(30,1)+aa(31,1)+aa(32,1);aa(30,1)+aa(31,1)+aa(32,1)]

a(:,1)=aa

d=1;
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for delta1 = b:multip:T ;

[z1] = vfield(a( : , d), delta1);

ssss = a( : , d) + (multip*z1);

% xb are the lower, resp. upper bounds of the vector x

xb = [ u, v];

%op = [1,10,30,10^(-5),10^(-4)];

[x] = solnp(xb);

a( : , d+1 ) = [x];

d = d+1;

end

cc = a’;

%sevendayplot_RS(:,:,2)=cc(:,1:4);% then you plot its columns- col 1 S residents of city 1, etc.

%sevendayplot_RI(:,:,2)=cc(:,17:20);

sevenday_ave_RS(:,:,2)= [sum(cc(:,1))/576;sum(cc(:,2))/576;sum(cc(:,3))/576;sum(cc(:,4))/576]’;

sevenday_ave_RI(:,:,2)= [sum(cc(:,17))/576;sum(cc(:,18))/576;sum(cc(:,19))/576;sum(cc(:,20))/576]’

sevendayplot_average_Sflows(:,:,2)=[sum(cc(:,5))/576;sum(cc(:,6))/576;sum(cc(:,7))/576;sum(cc(:,8))/576;sum(cc(:,9))/576;sum(cc(:,10))/576;...

sum(cc(:,11))/576;sum(cc(:,12))/576;sum(cc(:,13))/576;sum(cc(:,14))/576;sum(cc(:,15))/576;sum(cc(:,16))/576;];

sevendayplot_average_Iflows(:,:,2)=[sum(cc(:,21))/576;sum(cc(:,22))/576;sum(cc(:,23))/576;sum(cc(:,24))/576;sum(cc(:,25))/576;sum(cc(:,26))/576;...

sum(cc(:,27))/576;sum(cc(:,28))/576;sum(cc(:,29))/576;sum(cc(:,30))/576;sum(cc(:,31))/576;sum(cc(:,32))/576;];

size(cc);

D1(:,:,2)=cc(end,1:4) % resident susceptibles in each city

D2(:,:,2)=cc(end,5:16) %S_ij among cities
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D3(:,:,2)=cc(end,17:20) % resident infecteds in each city

D4(:,:,2)=cc(end,21:32) % I_ij among cities

t = b:multip:T;

figure

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,1),’yellow’,t,cc(1:end-1,2),’magenta’,t,cc(1:end-1,3),’cyan’,t,cc(1:end-1,4)),’blue’;

title(’Variation of fixed residents(susceptibles) at each location, i=1,..,4 , with time’)

xlabel(’time’)

ylabel(’Susceptible population ’)

legend(’S_{11}’, ’S_{22}’,’S_{33}’, ’S_{44}’)

figure

plot (t,cc(1:end-1,17),’-+y’,t,cc(1:end-1,18),’-om’,t,cc(1:end-1,19),’-*c’,t,cc(1:end-1,20),’-b’);

title(’Variation of fixed residents(infected) at each location, i=1,..,4 , with time’)

xlabel(’time’)

ylabel(’Infected’)

legend(’I_{11}’, ’I_{22}’,’I_{33}’, ’I_{44}’)

figure

subplot(2,2,1)
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plot(t,cc(1:end-1,5),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,6),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,7),’g’);

title(’Susceptibles from city 1’)

xlabel(’time’)

legend(’S_{12}’, ’S_{13}’,’S_{14}’)

subplot(2,2,2)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,8),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,9),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,10),’g’);

title(’Susceptibles from city 2’)

xlabel(’time ’)

legend(’S_{21}’, ’S_{23}’,’S_{24}’)

subplot(2,2,3)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,11),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,12),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,13),’g’);

title(’Susceptibles from city 3’)

xlabel(’time ’)

legend(’S_{31}’, ’S_{32}’,’S_{34}’)

subplot(2,2,4)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,14),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,15),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,16),’g’);

title(’Susceptibles from city 4’)

xlabel(’time ’)

legend(’S_{41}’, ’S_{42}’,’S_{43}’)

figure

subplot(2,2,1)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,21),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,22),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,23),’g’);

title(’Infected from city 1’)
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xlabel(’time ’)

legend(’I_{12}’, ’I_{13}’,’I_{14}’)

subplot(2,2,2)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,24),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,25),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,26),’g’);

title(’Infected from city 2’)

xlabel(’time’)

legend(’I_{21}’, ’I_{23}’,’I_{24}’)

subplot(2,2,3)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,27),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,28),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,29),’g’);

title(’Infected from city 3’)

xlabel(’time’)

legend(’I_{31}’, ’I_{32}’,’I_{34}’)

subplot(2,2,4)

plot(t,cc(1:end-1,30),’r’,t,cc(1:end-1,31),’b’,t,cc(1:end-1,32),’g’);

title(’Infected from city 4’)

xlabel(’time ’)

legend(’I_{41}’, ’I_{42}’,’I_{43}’)
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